Obstacle Event Program
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Would you like Obstacool
at your next event?
Looking for something different to add to your next event?
Want an awesome value-add attraction for the kids that will have them coming back
again and again?
Want the ideal addition to a family fun day?
Obstacool is for boys and girls aged 5 to 12 years, who want to get active, have fun and
meet friends. We have taken Obstacool all over the country giving children the opportunity
to become a part of the fun world of obstacle course running. It has accompanied the Miss
Muddy obstacle run on its journey around Australia and now you have the opportunity to
have it at your very own event.
Obstacool also travels to schools right throughout New South Wales and no doubt the kids
will wanting to have another run on the course the next chance they get and by seeing it at
your event, will almost guarantee to see an increase of numbers for you!

What is Obstacool?
As parents ourselves, we are always looking for ways to keep our kids healthy and active.
Social media, mobile phones and other gadgets are taking too many kids away from the
playground and keeping them indoors glued to a screen.
At Obstacool, we are passionate about getting more and more kids active and away from
gadgets. Sure, these to have a place in our children’s lives for educational purposes but
they also have a time they should be used and that isn’t all day.
We take Obstacool all over the country with the primary focus of getting kids active, having
a stack of fun and meeting new friends along the way!
Obstacool is 100% Australian owned and operated and proud of it.
We are committed to providing fun for Aussie kids!
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The Course

Supervision

Designed with fun and safety in mind,

We have qualified staff running the course,

the Obstacool course includes a range of

but we require parental supervision whilst

obstacles that are both challenging and

their kids are participating to ensure they

fun. Suitable for kids of all fitness levels,

are staying safe.

the course has been designed to allow
participants to run at their own pace. A mix
of giant inflatables, tunnel crawls, small
wall climbs, tyre runs among many other
obstacles, the course is guaranteed to have
all participants smiling from ear to ear!

Safety
A genuine focus on safety is of utmost
importance. We take safety seriously and
we are focused on always providing a
safe environment with qualified staff and
volunteers, who all undergo strict working
with children and police checks. We pride
ourselves on our commitment to safety.
Each Obstacool participant is identified via
a unique ID that is matched to the parent
or guardian who signs their waiver and
checks them in at registration.
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What to Wear

Merchandise

Participants will be running around and

Obstacool T-shirts, hats, drink bottles and

getting down and dirty, so we advise all

other cool branded merchandise for kids

kids to wear suitable shoes for running

are all available to purchase online after

and comfortable clothes that won’t get

the event.

them in trouble with mum or dad if they
come home covered in dirt, sweat and
tears… tears of laughter that is!

How will the
day run?
We arrive well before your event
commences as setting up the course will
take approximately 2-4 hours depending
on the area.
Ideally we will have the course set up
in clear view where most people will be
walking past on the way to the entry to
your event and have the course running
for the entirety of your event and kids are
welcome to come and go as they please.
The course will have designated entry and
exit points so no kids will get lost and our
qualified staff will ensure they stay safe
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Investment
Contact us either by email or phone to
discuss our different pricing rates.
At Obstacool, we don’t tie ourselves down
to any sponsors that may cause a conflict
of interest. So if you have any sponsor
that wants to contribute or be associated
with kids being active, they are more than
welcome to totally or partially sponsor
the event for your day and we can put up
all their banners or signage around the
course for them.
We transport the course in a 3 tonne truck
to access to a grassed area or playground
is paramount as the inflatable obstacles
weigh a fair bit.

Contact
Information
Obstacool will travel to any location
(subject to availability)
To get involved, email
info@obstacool.com.au or call Peter
anytime on 0426 244 456
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